Impact evaluation – a model
Guidance and practical examples
The Training and Development Agency for Schools (TDA) has designed the impact evaluation model to help local authorities and schools measure the impact of projects, initiatives and services in the areas of workforce reform and extended services.

“This quote, from an extended services remodelling adviser, is typical of the widespread anecdotal evidence that shows how changes in schools are having a positive impact on young people.

But although such feedback is valuable and encouraging, there is also a need for more measurable and quantifiable evidence. For policy-makers and those funding initiatives, ‘hard’ evidence is essential if they are to continue to provide funding and support. For those involved in planning and delivery, robust evidence will provide a valuable insight into what works best. This information can be used to target and adapt services to deliver the greatest possible impact.

The TDA has, therefore, developed an impact evaluation model designed to help local authorities and schools bring together qualitative and quantitative evidence and demonstrate the impact of a whole range of projects, initiatives and services. This is not a new approach to evaluation – it draws on existing good practice to create a model that is flexible, practical and user friendly.

The first part of this pack provides a brief overview of the model, explaining how it works and the benefits it can offer. It also tells you where to go for more information and support. The second part includes a set of short case studies showing how local authorities, clusters and schools across England have been putting the model into practice and what they have learnt along the way.

“Many project evaluations are just about numbers and statistics. The impact evaluation model allows you not only to look at data but also at the real people involved and at the impact of the project on communities.”

Hilary Fowler, Lead Teacher, Extended Services, North Lincolnshire Council
The impact evaluation model

The impact evaluation model is designed to help you build up a picture of how you expect a project, initiative or service to work. Working through the model will clearly demonstrate the links between the various stages of service delivery, from planning all the way through to the impact on individual service users (for example, boosting their confidence and self-esteem) and on the overall project aims (for example, reducing the number of young people in a particular area who are not in education, employment or training). The model is made up of guidance, a set of practical team exercises and ongoing TDA support.

“Using the impact evaluation model really simplified the evaluation process for me. It showed me that you don’t need to prove absolutely everything. What you need to do, and what the model helps you do, is build a persuasive case about the impact of your work and how your inputs lead to your outputs and then to your outcomes.”

Brigid Montgomery, Extended Services Leader, Waltham Forest Council

Why use the model?

Using the impact evaluation model will give you a holistic view of how an intervention is working and will enable you to build a persuasive case for its impact, based on both qualitative and quantitative evidence. The model can also encourage team members to engage more fully in the planning, design and implementation of services, which will boost morale and ensure clarity about project goals. The results will provide a useful resource to draw upon when communicating with stakeholders and service users.

When should I use the model?

The model can be used at any stage of a project but is most effective when used near the end of the planning process but before delivery actually begins. By completing the model at this stage, you know what data you need to collect at the outset and any disagreements in the project team about the aims of the initiative can be highlighted and resolved at the start.

The model works best when used for any project, initiative or service intended to have a direct impact on children and young people. Note that the model is not a substitute for good stakeholder engagement and in-depth exploration of the relevant issues – it should always be used alongside these and other good change management practices.

How should I use the model?

You can use the model alone or as an exercise with a group of people. Involving a range of people when building your model will help to build consensus on project goals but you may find it easier to keep the initial drafting team relatively small before asking more stakeholders to get involved.

“Using the impact evaluation model really helped the governors to articulate and understand their accountability for the school improvement plan and understand how continuing professional development activities can help to meet school objectives.”

Katherine Unwin, Headteacher, Linton First School, Morpeth
The following tips will help you to get the most out of the impact evaluation model:

- Keep it simple – projects may achieve multiple outcomes but your evaluation should focus on evaluating your key aims only
- Remember, all evaluation findings make a valuable contribution to the evidence base, even if they highlight areas where the impact was limited. The model should not be used to justify a project, initiative, or service
- Evaluate a few things well – it is more practical to evaluate a representative sample than to measure every activity in which you are engaged
- Stay focused on how users stand to benefit from the project, initiative, or service and then consider how this should contribute to your wider community outcomes
- Be objective
- Draw on as wide a variety of evidence sources as possible
- Concentrate on creating a persuasive case, not on finding ‘proof’

“The way to measure what we do is not always numeric and there is not enough training for schools around the more qualitative stuff and how we can demonstrate impact. This model provides that and it really helped me with my SEF.”

Marie Corbett, Headteacher, Invicta Primary School, Greenwich

The impact evaluation model and the self-evaluation form

The Ofsted self-evaluation form (SEF) is an opportunity for schools and their partners to demonstrate the positive impact that workforce reform and extended services are making on the lives of children and young people. The impact evaluation model can support this process by helping schools pull together evidence that links directly to key areas of the SEF. For instance, evidence showing that pupils attending a homework club are starting to plan and make decisions about their own learning could be used as an example of how pupils are contributing to the school and wider community. Evidence that the school is communicating effectively with parents about the club will help to show that it is engaging with parents and carers.

Find out more

The TDA is providing support for local authorities and schools using the impact evaluation model through its regional delivery partnerships. Contact your TDA regional office for more information. You can also contact Piers Hudson from the central TDA team at piers.hudson@tda.gov.uk

“The impact evaluation model has a direct and practical value on the ground. It enables you to focus on what you want to achieve and ensure that the building blocks are in place to help you achieve it.”

Ian Smith, Extended Services Cluster Coordinator, Plymouth City Council
Practical examples

A number of local authorities, clusters and schools across England are using the model to plan and to evaluate aspects of their extended services activities. The following are just some examples. The case studies are in two parts. The first part looks at: (a) the aims of the specific project, initiative or service and the reasons for using the impact evaluation model, (b) how the model was used, (c) the lessons learned, (d) next steps for the project and use of the model and (e) contact details for more information. The second part of each case study is an example of the impact evaluation model itself. The models shown here include those developed at various stages in the project, from initial planning through to final evaluation.

Local authority models
- Parent support adviser induction – Doncaster
- Disadvantage subsidy pilot – North Lincolnshire
- Sexual health drop-in service – Plymouth
- Disadvantage subsidy pilot evaluation – Suffolk

Cluster models
- Personal histories – North Lincolnshire
- Evaluating classes in English as a second language – Waltham Forest
- Promoting potential – Wirral

School models
- Breakfast club specialising in maths – Greenwich
- Producing a new school improvement plan – Northumberland
- Transition from primary to secondary school – Redbridge
Aims

What we wanted to do

- Ensure parent support advisers (PSAs) enter school with a clear understanding of their role and the realisation that they are part of, and supported by, a wider team
- Ensure schools and agencies understand the PSA role and use PSAs appropriately
- Use the impact evaluation model (IEM) to measure the impact of PSAs right from the outset to prove they are a worthwhile investment and to determine what sort of evidence needs to be gathered

Impact evaluation – implementation

How we did it

- Gathered the PSA team together to ensure everyone could input into the IEM and agree what we wanted to achieve
- Worked through the IEM from the bottom up, starting with the ‘final outcomes’ box
- Attended TDA regional training day and worked through the IEM with a TDA facilitator
- Arranged half a day’s training to take all PSAs through the IEM model so they could start to gather evidence for, and prove the impact of, the specific projects they are running

Impact evaluation – review

What we learnt

- Working through the IEM from the bottom up enabled us right from the outset to really focus on what we wanted to achieve and how we could provide evidence of our success
- Using the IEM makes you aware of different approaches and that your colleagues often come at things from different angles
- Having a big printout of the IEM and using Post-its really helped because it enabled us all to work on the model at the same time and move the Post-its around until we were comfortable about which boxes to put things in
- You need to practice using the IEM but it is worth the effort

Next steps

What we will do differently now

- We want all PSAs to use the IEM to evidence the work they are doing to help ensure they still have jobs in two years’ time
- We want to share what we are doing widely within the council so more people start to use the IEM and see the value it brings

“The model takes all your random thoughts and all your colleagues’ random thoughts and helps you collate them into a logical process. It gives you order and helps you match your thoughts to facts.”

Michelle Fitzpatrick, PSA Coordinator, Doncaster Metropolitan Borough Council

To find out more about this case study, contact Michelle Fitzpatrick
michelle.fitzpatrick@doncaster.gov.uk
01302 393915

For TDA help and support, contact
Tessa Mason
TDA Yorkshire and Humber
tessa.mason@carnegieleaders.org.uk
07813 684058
Inform and promote the PSA role to agencies and schools
Induct all PSAs using a quality induction process
Make PSAs feel part of a team and supported
Raise schools’ awareness of the commitment to parents

PSA/agencies understand the role
Schools and the local authority (LA) are welcoming, enthusiastic and supportive
People see PSAs as a worthwhile project to invest in
PSAs feel confident, valued and well informed, know they are supported and are part of the bigger picture
PSAs are being employed in schools

PSAs have a high profile, feel respected and valued
PSAs are working collaboratively as part of a multi-agency team
PSAs are seen as integral to the parenting/LA strategy with schools and the LA committed to the role
Happy PSAs – job satisfaction – stay in post

Improved staff retention among PSAs compared with similar roles, eg learning mentors
PSAs working effectively with families and schools
Role is sustainable

Number of PSA information sessions run
Use of daily evaluation sheet for PSA feedback
Feedback from agencies regarding quality of information sessions to measure understanding (survey/questionnaire)
More parent-focused in-school delivery
Parents consulted on school engagement levels

Percentage positive feedback – PSAs/agencies
Number of agencies/PSAs attended as percentage of those invited
Number of PSAs who attended the info session as a percentage of total number of PSAs
Number of PSAs employed against initial target (target = 18; PSAs currently employed = 23)

Percentage of schools that continue to employ PSAs after 2011
Decrease in PSA staff turnover (as comparison)
Improved behaviour, attendance and attainment such as key stage results, school attendance figures and strengths/difficulties questionnaire
Extended services disadvantage subsidy – narrowing the attainment gap

North Lincs Unitary Authority, Yorkshire and Humber, ranked 86th in England for deprivation (2007)

Planning and evaluating the extended services disadvantage subsidy pilot – August 2009

Aims

What we wanted to do

- Help children to overcome barriers to, and engage in, extended service activities
- Narrow the gap between advantaged and disadvantaged children
- Make more people aware of what activities are available
- Use the impact evaluation model (IEM) to provide evidence of what the extended services disadvantage subsidy funding pilot is actually achieving
- Use the IEM to focus on what evidence you need to gather throughout the pilot to demonstrate impact

Impact evaluation – implementation

How we did it

- The extended services remodelling adviser and extended services strategy officer attended a TDA regional event on the IEM. It seemed to offer the solution to how we should tackle issues around measuring impact
- After the event – we were keen to adopt the model ASAP – we worked through the IEM with Integrated Cluster Coordinator Tim Sullivan and a learning mentor to see how it could be used to plan and evaluate the extended services disadvantage subsidy pilot
- IEM focused debate on what evidence the team would need to gather to evaluate the pilot – Tim and learning mentor started to populate the model
- Worked through the final model with TDA trainer

Impact evaluation – review

What we learnt

- It can be difficult to populate the model when you just have a blank template in front of you – the TDA can provide a range of simple, worked-through examples and these really help
- You need to work as a team to ensure clarity of language and terminology
- It helps to work through the model a few times to clearly understand the logic flow and how it works. It also helps to number each point as you go through the model so that you can clearly see the journey from inputs to outputs to outcomes
- Keep it simple and don’t think too broadly

Next steps

What we will do differently now

- Replicate the IEM across North Lincs
- Continue to use the IEM as a tool/working checklist as we develop the pilot and subsequent roll-out
- Link the IEM into our quarterly reporting systems and our project implementation documents

“The extended services disadvantage subsidy has the potential to improve children’s lives. By using the impact model I have been able to focus my mind on exactly what evidence I need to look for and to discard the irrelevant.”

Tim Sullivan, Integrated Cluster Coordinator, North Lincolnshire Council

To find out more about this case study, contact
Tim Sullivan
tim.sullivan@northlincs.gov.uk
07717 58716

For TDA help and support, contact
Tessa Mason
TDA Yorkshire and Humber
tessa.mason@carnegieleaders.org.uk
07813 684058
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Outputs</th>
<th>Intermediate outcomes</th>
<th>Final outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Identify and consult target audience re activity providers&lt;br&gt;• Identify schools targeted within defined geographical area&lt;br&gt;• Agree processes, protocols and timescales for the pilot&lt;br&gt;• Awareness raising (strategic) – activity providers/LA/community&lt;br&gt;• Awareness raising (operational) – parents/families/participants</td>
<td>• Target audience identified/engaged; providers identified&lt;br&gt;• Schools identified, engaged and proactively involve staff&lt;br&gt;• Processes, protocols, sample consultation methods written, agreed and in place (by September 2009)&lt;br&gt;• Awareness raised among activity providers/LA/wider community through presentations, minutes of meetings, newsletters, web, etc&lt;br&gt;• Awareness raised among parents/participants through household mailing, council newsletters, summer activities brochure, etc</td>
<td>• Making parents happier/more confident in the school environment&lt;br&gt;• Increasing participation in extended services activities particularly among targeted children and their families&lt;br&gt;• Enhancing links with other funding streams/initiatives, eg Bridging the Equity Gap and Aiming High for Disabled Children, to help families work together&lt;br&gt;• Increasing school’s participation in disadvantage subsidy scheme</td>
<td>• Raising aspirations for children, their families, schools and the local community&lt;br&gt;• Increasing parental engagement of the target group&lt;br&gt;• Increasing positive attitudes/decreasing risky behaviour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evidence sources/change</td>
<td></td>
<td>Evidence sources/change</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Eligibility criteria – free schools meals/children in care; consultation results&lt;br&gt;• Local knowledge – cluster intelligence/expertise&lt;br&gt;• Operational steering group/multi-agency reports re processes; minutes re awareness raising/visits/local knowledge/newsletters</td>
<td>• Targeted families response rate re participation&lt;br&gt;• Application and tracking forms&lt;br&gt;• Attitudinal surveys (benchmarked)&lt;br&gt;• Level of agreement re protocols&lt;br&gt;• List of providers based on consultation results&lt;br&gt;• Monitored levels and impact of activity in relation to raising awareness</td>
<td>• Attendance at parents’ events; feedback from staff re parents’ attitudes; parental surveys&lt;br&gt;• Database; registers; attendance; evaluation sheets for children and families&lt;br&gt;• Participants logged and tracked by all services&lt;br&gt;• Geographical information system used to plot activity take up&lt;br&gt;• School survey of attitudes to the subsidy pilot</td>
<td>• Tracking children to measure attainment/attendance, parental involvement&lt;br&gt;• Log attendance parent evenings, family learning sessions, parental feedback survey&lt;br&gt;• Activity take-up; adolescent lifestyle/other surveys, eg TellUs; community perception; national indicators, eg teenage pregnancy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Extended services – Every Child Matters in action
Support and information drop-in, including access to sexual health services – October 2009

**Aims**

What we wanted to do
- Provide a free support and sexual health drop-in service – Crownhill Sexual Health Drop-In – on a weekly basis for 13- to 25-year-olds in north-east/central Plymouth
- Provide access to sexual health services in relation to the core offer (under swift and easy access) for five secondary schools and as part of the children’s and young people’s plan – 12-week pilot
- Trial the use of the TDA’s impact evaluation model (IEM) in evaluating a successful project

**Impact evaluation – implementation**

How we did it
- Researched current providers in Plymouth to identify where their service users lived using postcodes
- Carried out a locality needs analysis – identified a community youth provider with staff trained in sexual health
- Identified service location – Royal Navy community building
- Set up a meeting between provider, community worker from Royal Navy and extended services coordinator
- Put in place a partnership agreement
- Designed leaflets – distributed to schools, GPs, youth outreach workers – and informed schools/school nurses of service
- Sourced funding – extended services revenue funding used initially
- Ran the monitoring data gathered through the IEM to evaluate the project retrospectively

**Impact evaluation – review**

What we learnt
- The service needs to be advertised better through one-to-one outreach work
- The service was at the wrong time of day and the entry into the building was wrong (service users now enter via the side not the main door)
- A need for two waiting rooms was identified (the shared-building policy and partnership agreement was adjusted accordingly)
- The IEM works best if you do it at the start of the project so you get a clear idea of what you want to evaluate and the evidence you need

**Next steps**

What we will do differently now
- Do more outreach work with young people
- Change the time of the sexual health service to before the Royal Navy Youth Group meets so that service users can also attend the youth group
- Use the IEM across the cluster to plan a variety of projects

“The service is now self-sustainable and no longer relies on extended services funding, being totally funded instead by health and the youth service. This really shows the impact it has had, coupled with the fact that it has expanded to other areas.”

Mandy Turner, Extended Services Cluster Coordinator, Plymouth City Council

To find out more about this case study, contact Mandy Turner
mandy.turner@plymouth.gov.uk
07909 998179

For TDA help and support, contact Sarah Davies
TDA South West
sarah.davies@southwest-rc.co.uk
07853 303951
Impact evaluation – a model

Input

- Identify target group based on locality needs analysis
- Identify service that can provide qualified sexual health workers outside of school provision
- Identify partnerships and service location
- Identify short- and long-term funding
- Identify local/national research on sexual health and young people
- Raise awareness of sexual health services, well-being and healthy lifestyles at schools using school nurses/PHSE, etc

Output

- Target audience identified and consulted
- Partners identified and on board
- Service provider on board, location and funding secured
- Three out of five schools publicised the service (remaining two are Roman Catholic schools)
- Leaflets/publicity materials designed
- Local and national research identified and disseminated to relevant partners to inform service provision

Intermediate outcomes

- Increased awareness of healthy lifestyle choices
- Increased awareness of sexual health and well-being
- Increase in young people making positive choices
- Drop-in service successful and promoted positively/increased use of services plus knock-on benefit of young people being engaged in other youth services because of its location

Final outcomes

- Improved sexual health/well-being of 13- to 25-year-olds in locality
- Improved health and lifestyle of 13- to 25-year-olds in locality
- Reduction in unplanned pregnancies/sexually transmitted infections

Evidence sources/change

- Local research on locality needs determined location of new services. Discussions with youth workers ascertained the gaps in provision/target audience
- Local research identified service providers, potential partners and funders
- Information on the new service provision was provided to all five secondary schools

- Consultation with young people
- Local provision researched and logged
- Community Links extended services revenue funding secured; service level agreements for partners such as youth service agreed
- Youth service staff engaged
- Minutes from quarterly monitoring meetings
- Flyers/leaflets distributed to GPs, schools, etc

- Numbers attending – 50 young people accessed the service leading to 13 pre CAFs, two CAFs and three referrals to CAMHS
- Feedback from service users to include where they heard about/what they think of the service
- Monitoring to determine viability of pilot service
- Service gains quality mark/expansion of project fully funded to other locations

- National indicators re unplanned pregnancies and sexual health

- Improved sexual health/well-being of 13- to 25-year-olds in locality
- Improved health and lifestyle of 13- to 25-year-olds in locality
- Reduction in unplanned pregnancies/sexually transmitted infections
Extended services disadvantage subsidy – narrowing the attainment gap


Evaluating the disadvantage subsidy pilot – December 2009

Aims

What we wanted to do

- Pilot the Government’s extended services disadvantage subsidy in two clusters in the county
- Test two different models of delivering the funding to see which was the most effective and to inform future strategy
- Test the various resources produced for the pilot
- Use the TDA’s impact evaluation model (IEM) to gain an external perspective on how effective the pilot has been and to enable comparison on a regional and national basis

Impact evaluation – implementation

How we did it

- Developed two funding methods for pilot clusters:
  - in one cluster, 90 per cent of funding went straight to schools
  - in another cluster, 70 per cent of funding was devolved to schools but they could only access it after a plan was produced and spend was verified by a steering group
- Effectiveness of each approach evaluated to inform later roll-out
- Accessed IEM through the TDA regional trainer after being alerted to it as part of the disadvantage subsidy pilot work
- Created IEM case studies, which are being used to inform strategy development as part of the disadvantage subsidy roll-out

Impact evaluation – review

What we learnt

- Whole-school approach. Consulting parent support advisers, teaching assistants, special educational needs coordinators and heads provides a broader perspective when identifying target group
- It is much more difficult to get management information from schools when funds have been allocated directly to them. This can cause issues when monitoring the funding and reporting back to the government office
- Plan for some admin support. You will need it for each cluster
- The IEM may look complicated but, when you work through it, it is a fairly simple and logical process and it helps you see things you may otherwise miss

Next steps

What we will do differently now

- Roll out the pilot across all 18 clusters in the county
- Use the IEM for external validation and to underpin recommendations and evaluation findings from the pilot to inform a divisional management team paper

“Headteachers have told me that the subsidy has enabled them to make a real difference to the lives of some of their harder-to-engage families – massively improving their relationships with them.”

Paul Nicholls, Extended Services Commissioner, Suffolk County Council

To find out more about this case study, contact
Paul Nicholls
paul.nicholls@suffolk.gov.uk
07768 307639

For TDA help and support, contact
Jacqueline McCamphill
TDA East
jacqueline.mccamphill@elc-cambridge.org
### Project Implementation Document (PID) Written to Get Senior Management Buy-In
- Briefing packs produced for schools and local councillors
- Two cluster launch events held with headteachers to agree target group, protocols, etc (included service providers marketplace)
- Sent letter inviting all schools and partners to the launches

### MarketPlace Attracted 25 Service Providers from Sports, Voluntary Sector, etc
- All 59 schools attended one of the events along with TDA representatives, partners, senior county council managers and elected members

### School Feedback; Steering Group Minutes; Letter to Parents (About 50 Per Cent Contacted); Tracker Sheets and Protocols Produced
- Directory produced and circulated
- Section on county council website launched for one cluster

### Greater Range of Activities from More Staff Time
- Use of SOUL (soft outcome universal learning) to measure self-esteem, etc
- Activity attendance log
- School attendance for some increased from 50 per cent to 95 per cent thanks to breakfast club
- Exclusions down among key groups
- Nurture group improved behaviour/attendance. One child improved five sub reading levels in year
- More cluster planning for multi-agency events
- Case studies, anecdotal feedback, parents' letters, more parents engaged with the schools

### Sustainability – Increased Parental and Multi-Agency Involvement Releases Resources Elsewhere
- Improved attainment among target audience – narrowing the attainment gap and improving behaviour
- School feedback re behaviour/attainment improvement; will use key stage/GCSE results
- Greater range of activities from more staff time
- Use of SOUL (soft outcome universal learning) to measure self-esteem, etc
Extended services – Every Child Matters in action

North Lincs Unitary Authority, Yorks and Humber; ranked 86th in England for deprivation (2007)

Personal histories: a celebration of childhood memories – October 2009

Aims

What we wanted to do

- Take an existing pilot and adapt it locally to promote intergenerational understanding and community cohesion
- Enable practitioners, through a creative curriculum, to engage children, young people, their families and the wider community
- Use the impact evaluation model (IEM) to determine and then demonstrate the impact of the project
- Use the IEM to look beyond numbers and statistics to evaluate how the project might influence community involvement

Impact evaluation – implementation

How we did it

- Attended IEM training run by the TDA in July 2009. This generated ideas about how to plan/evaluate the pilot
- Presented the IEM at an extended services training day to enable colleagues to work with the model and assess its usefulness
- Used the session to generate ideas/input about the personal histories project – colleagues worked through the IEM in groups
- Summarised the ideas generated and then worked with a TDA trainer to check the flow and logic of the model
- Involved headteachers and other key people in developing the personal histories IEM

Impact evaluation – review

What we learnt

- Allow enough time to run through the IEM thoroughly with people to get the best use from it
- Simplify things and avoid too much detail – keep the model focused on realistic aims
- With any project, you are going to need some evaluation – this is an excellent tool to help you organise your thinking
- The IEM helps inform the way you plan and talk about a project – it really makes you think about the impact you envisage and whether you have the right inputs and outputs to lead to the projected outcomes

Next steps

What we will do differently now

- Use the pilot project IEM to inform future schools and other groups involved in this and/or similar activities

“Many project evaluations are just about numbers and statistics. The IEM allows you not only to look at data but also at the real people involved and, in this case, the impact of the project on communities.”

Hilary Fowler, Lead Teacher, Extended Services, North Lincolnshire Council

To find out more about this case study, contact Hilary Fowler
hilary.fowler@northlincs.gov.uk
01724 297 198

For TDA help and support, contact Tessa Mason
TDA Yorkshire and Humber
tessa.mason@carnegieleaders.org.uk
07813 684058
### Impact evaluation – a model

#### Input

- Seven diverse schools run a pilot intergenerational project to explore/exhibit personal histories
- Engage children, young people, families and the wider community, teachers and partners (e.g., museum/library) in the project
- Strategic planning group to develop the project, arrange exhibition, plan communication activities and identify key person from each school to engage teachers/develop curriculum, secure funds

#### Final outcomes

- Increased/sustained community cohesion through intergenerational understanding and respect throughout the area
- Creative curriculum helps engage children and young people in learning, enhancing achievement and attainment

#### Evidence sources/change

- School’s own programmes/timelines produced
- Minutes of staff meetings to share ideas, etc
- Sharing website set up on teacher zone, media/communication channels identified
- Number of partners/teachers targeted who are actively involved. Funds secured
- Strategic project plans produced

#### Outputs

- Schools/teachers develop short-term plans re proposed activities; year groups involved in preparing their work for a public exhibition
- Exhibition includes photos, stories, research, presentations, art databases – shows how children/young people have engaged and worked with families/the community. Part of the creative curriculum
- Funds assist in producing materials/providing transport to exhibition
- Schools proactively link with/invite visitors from the community
- Case studies from each school, including evaluation/next steps and sustainability criteria; media invitations; articles published

#### Intermediate outcomes

- Participants develop an understanding/appreciation/knowledge of popular culture across generations and age groups
- Participants develop communication skills, empathy, tolerance and consideration for others, knowledge of change over time
- Wider community/other schools engaged and attend exhibition
- Schools/teachers supported in developing a creative curriculum
- Schools sustain activities post project/more schools get involved

#### Evidence sources/change

- Museum exhibition held, attendance and evaluation/questionnaires
- School short-term plans and case studies produced – including evaluation criteria and details re community/teacher engagement
- Positive media coverage
- Schools’ own displays of work/exhibitions

- Ofsted reports on community cohesion re pilot. Other schools become involved
- Key stage results/tracking/anecdotal evidence from all participants
Impact evaluation – a model

Extended services – Every Child Matters in action
South Grove Primary, Waltham Forest, 30.5 per cent of pupils eligible for free school meals

English as a second language (ESOL) course/literacy programme – December 2009

Aims
What we wanted to do
- Set up cluster-based ESOL classes and a literacy programme to meet local demand and need
- Fulfill the extended services (ES) leader’s performance management target for demonstrating the impact of her work
- Use the impact evaluation model (IEM) to demonstrate impact and add credibility – to produce something more than just case studies of the work carried out

Impact evaluation – implementation
How we did it
- Council’s ES manager underwent TDA training in the IEM and identified it as a model to test out in schools
- TDA trainer came to the school to demonstrate the model to key staff and show how it could be applied to the work they do
- Key staff at the school and the local authority, with the help of a TDA trainer, worked through the model to evaluate the impact of the school’s/cluster’s ESOL course and literacy programme

Impact evaluation – review
What we learnt
- Working in partnerships and getting these relationships right is paramount to the success of a cluster-based project
- Talk to the target audience first and find out what is stopping them from participating before you organise the course
- When using the IEM, less is more. You don’t have to include everything; pinpoint certain things and keep it simple
- The TDA offers a lot of support and advice on how the IEM works and how to use it – tap into this
- Once you understand the IEM, it is quick and straightforward to use

Next steps
What we will do differently now
- The ESOL and literacy programmes will continue to evolve to meet changing demands
- Use the IEM to evaluate other activities such as after-school clubs and swift and easy access referral schemes

“Using the IEM really simplified the evaluation process for me. It showed me that you don’t need to prove absolutely everything. What you need to do, and what the IEM helps you do, is build a persuasive case about the impact of your work and how your inputs lead to your outputs and then to your outcomes.”
- Brigid Montgomery, ES Leader, Waltham Forest Council

To find out more about this case study, contact
Brigid Montgomery
brigid.montgomery@sch.walthamforest.gov.uk
020 8521 6000

For TDA help and support, contact
Rebecca Nelson
TDA London
r.nelson@ioe.ac.uk
07740 083339
Impact evaluation – a model

Input

- Set up ESOL classes with small teaching groups and crèche support in school time to meet local demand/flexible learning needs
- Targeted parents who are beginners in English from different backgrounds across the cluster
- Classes promoted through word of mouth, flyers and posters
- Identified ES and Workers’ Education Association (WEA) funding and WEA teachers; identified premises/community resource

Outputs

- Classes run in identified premises with targeted parents attending
- Parents’ use of English/communication with the school improves
- Partnership with WEA developed
- ES and WEA funding secured
- Enhanced value for money through joint cluster arrangements
- Improved signposting arrangements via cluster – improved communications within the cluster

Intermediate outcomes

- Students improved employability/access to employment/training/further learning/women more independent
- Access to Living in the UK exam
- Increase in different types of partner/cluster activity contributing to sustainability of ES offer
- Enhanced community cohesion; students engaged in civic life
- Parents able to access services thanks to new language skills
- Improved parental engagement in children’s learning/understanding of and greater participation in school life

Final outcomes

- Enhanced well-being/aspirations for all family
- Empowered to progress and improve life chances (parents)
- Improved attainment and well-being for attendees’ children
- Fulfilling the five ECM outcomes through extended services

Evidence sources/change

- Publicity materials produced, eg flyers
- Anecdotal feedback from parents regarding need – crèche, timings, etc
- ES budgets
- Cluster minutes
- Parents assessed at the start and end of classes

- Certificate of achievement
- Parents taking higher level English classes
- Contracts of partnership arrangements
- Register/attendance sheets and waiting list
- Parents now able to fill in simple forms. Forms being returned to school
- Anecdotal feedback from other cluster schools

- Parents on school bodies/PTA/governors
- Increased parental participation at other events
- Parent survey/assessment when classes end
- Feedback from office staff re parental communications
- Increase in employment/training among students
- Logging destination of students
- Cluster minutes
- Parents applying for Living in the UK exam

- Key stage results and other school assessments
- National and local indicators of well-being
- TellUs Survey
- Bi-annual parent surveys
Aims

What we wanted to do

• Help children reach their potential by providing access to a range of activities – part of Wirral’s Children and Young People’s Plan and the Every Child Matters agenda
• Provide an opportunity for primary-age gifted and talented children that is not available elsewhere on the Wirral
• Encourage parents to support their children’s learning
• Use the impact evaluation model (IEM) to make evaluation more robust by incorporating the views of all stakeholders: pupils, parents and teachers

Impact evaluation – implementation
How we did it

• The extended services (ES) area coordinator met the gifted and talented advisory teacher and the project teachers to plan the project, identify strategies and agree the evaluation process
• Each teacher based classes on the same children’s book (about environmental problems), providing a thematic approach to the project and a focus for the celebration event
• At the celebration, children presented their own work in subject groups to boost their confidence and give other subject groups new insight

Impact evaluation – review
What we learnt

• Making the IEM an integral part of the project plan ensured that the evaluation methods and responsibilities were understood and clearly designated
• The extended success of the project through the regular curriculum with a greater thematic approach, the introduction of more open tasks, team work, etc
• Involve the wider delivery team in drawing up the impact evaluation plan to promote collaboration through ownership

“The thematic approach allowed children to acquire subject-specific skills and to understand how environmental issues impact on their own lives. The IEM allowed for a robust evaluation of our work.”

Jen Williams, Extended Services Area Coordinator, Oxton and Prenton Cluster

Next steps

What we will do differently now

• Extend the success of the project through the regular curriculum with a greater thematic approach, the introduction of more open tasks, team work, etc
• Involve the wider delivery team in drawing up the impact evaluation plan to promote collaboration through ownership

To find out more about this case study, contact Jen Williams
jenwilliams@wirral.gov.uk
0151 651 2845

For TDA help and support, contact Barbara Twiss
TDA North West
barbara.twiss@manchester.ac.uk
0151 705 3545
Impact evaluation – a model

Input

- After-school classes for 48 gifted and talented children in year 3 to accelerate their learning in numeracy, literacy, science and creative arts. Design technology added later
- Pupils selected from six schools to enable them to meet/work with their peers from other schools, enhancing their sense of community
- A maximum of 12 children per class to offer ample teacher/learner time and facilitate project work in small groups. Each teacher produced a mid-term plan; celebration event planned

Outputs

- Targeted pupils across all participating schools attend each session
- Activities tailored to meet individual needs. Mid-term plan and theme for each project provided
- Pupils acquire new skills and knowledge
- 48 pupils (eight per school) enjoy the activities
- Celebration event held

Intermediate outcomes

- Social skills improved through teamwork with children from other schools
- Pupils more able and confident in subject area
- Parents/carers are keen to support and extend the activity and are prepared to make a financial contribution in the future

Final outcomes

- Subject results among targeted pupils improve

Evidence sources/change

- Year 3 gifted and talented children identified, targeted and recruited as planned across six schools and five activities
- Each activity class contains no more than 12 pupils from a range of schools
- Mid-term plans produced
- Activity plan produced, including plans for a celebration event

- Attendance log – overall attendance of 87 per cent
- Mid-term plans modified to include children's ideas/build on teamwork
- New skills/knowledge displayed in the classes
- 47 out of 48 children completed programme, 21 feedback (pupil evaluation survey): all said it was great or good; 14 wanted regular classes; celebration event was well attended

- Staff review/observation
- Children's feedback revealed they had enjoyed working with other schools/making new friends
- Overall progress rates: good to significant progress in art 83 per cent; science 92 per cent; literacy, design technology and numeracy 100 per cent
- Parents survey: 87 per cent of parents will participate in future activities and 80 per cent are prepared to make a financial contribution

- Improvement (test scores)
Extended services – Every Child Matters in action

Invicta Primary School, Greenwich, 27 per cent of pupils eligible for free school meals

Breakfast club specialising in mathematics – May 2009

Aims
What we wanted to do

• Have a clear understanding of the impact evaluation model and how we could use it to measure the impact of a specific project, for example, a breakfast club
• Agree a development plan that identified evidence requirements and collection methods
• Test the model in one school before rolling it out across the cluster

Impact evaluation – implementation
How we did it

• Initial meeting with the TDA to introduce the model and its possible uses
• A half-day session run by the TDA with the children’s centre manager, Invicta headteacher and cluster manager to test the model on a specific project – the school’s maths-focused breakfast club
• Met breakfast club staff to engage them in the process and run through the model again
• Model adapted following feedback from breakfast club staff – breakfast club staff signed up to the model, understood it and what evidence they needed to collect and why

• Two weeks later, the children’s centre manager and cluster manager revisited the breakfast club to see what evidence collection methods had been put in place
• The cluster centre manager is now looking to roll out the model across the whole cluster

Impact evaluation – review
What we learnt

• Putting a big version of the model on a wall and using Post-its that can be moved around makes what you are doing feel more dynamic and helps you focus on what you really want to achieve
• Using the model helps you to substantiate your arguments about why you are doing what you do. This gives you a structure and a focus and can help with your self-evaluation form (SEF) and other Ofsted reporting requirements
• Collecting evidence does not have to be a big thing that gets in the way of delivering the service – it is just something that you can do as part of your everyday work
• Keep the common language simple so there is no confusion
• The model is flexible – we wanted to start with the ‘final outcomes’ box and that was not a problem

Next steps
What we will do differently now

• Roll the model out across the cluster
• If successful, roll the model out to all cluster managers in the borough

“The way to measure what we do is not always numeric and there is not enough training for schools around the more qualitative stuff and how we can demonstrate impact. This model provides that and it really helped me with my SEF.”

Marie Corbett, Headteacher, Invicta Primary School

To find out more about this case study, contact Lindsey McDowell
lindsey.mcdowell@greenwich.gov.uk

For TDA help and support, contact Rebecca Nelson
TDA London
r.nelson@ioe.ac.uk
07740 083339
Impact evaluation – a model

**Input**
- We will run a pre-school maths breakfast club
- This will be aimed at certain pupils

**Outputs**
- Childcare places available
- Single parents use the service
- Breakfast club staff accompany children to class
- Information in newsletter
- Healthy breakfast provided
- Opportunities for physical play
- Maths-themed games/craft activities
- Opportunities for children to learn life skills (independence)
- Social skills – taking turns, playing games
- Emotional support – adult:child ratio low

**Intermediate outcomes**
- Parents feel supported to return to work
- Parents build closer relationships/joint working to resolve problems
- Providing childcare for parents
- Parents can send messages to teachers
- Children enjoy coming to the club/happier children
- Physical – children more alert; pupils eat a healthy breakfast
- Confidence – joining in with activities
- Getting to school on time and arriving safely
- Increased participation in a small group; numbers are increasing
- More children want to attend “because their friend told them about it in the playground”

**Final outcomes**
- Maths results among targeted pupils show improvement

**Evidence sources/change**
- Staff review of whether breakfast club has worked as planned
- Breakfast club is included in SEF/school improvement plan as a way of improving numeracy
- Quotes from children and parents
- Photographs and displays
- Attendance log
- Parents’ suggestion box
- Parents’ evaluation exercises: dot voting, graffiti wall, interviews by children, etc
- Staff reviews reveal that pupil behaviour is improving
- Children’s comments and views gathered from dot-voting exercises
- Children’s comments written on the graffiti wall/paper tablecloths
- Video evidence
- Test scores
Aims
What we wanted to do
- Work with governors to determine the impact of implementing the TDA’s school improvement materials on school development pre consultation
- Use the impact evaluation model (IEM) to determine the desired impact and how to measure it at the start of the process
- Use the IEM to ensure that all actions are evaluated effectively and impact firmly established, to give a clear direction about the outcome expected from any action and to offer a positive and proactive approach to school improvement

Impact evaluation – implementation
How we did it
- The project built on Linton First School Headteacher Katherine Urwin’s use of the Boyatzis Model for Intentional Change to develop a school improvement plan (SIP) format – part of a regional continuing professional development (CPD) project
- Katherine was trained in the IEM by Northumberland County Council’s Professional Learning Consultant, Claire King
- School governors were brought together by Katherine to work through the IEM to determine collectively what impact they wanted their SIP to have and their accountability for it
- Having completed this IEM, Katherine now feels confident about using it across other areas in the school and involving stakeholders in the process

Impact evaluation – review
What we learnt
- Having the end goal in sight gives you a reason to put an effort into school activities and is very motivational – the governors were eager to proceed because they could see the value of the work
- Being properly trained in the IEM – and being familiar with it before taking a group of people through it – really helped
- Starting with the outcomes helped guide us through the process, making it clear where we were heading and why we were doing it
- Working through the model one stage at a time helps because it keeps you moving and focuses you on what you want to do in each section

Next steps
What we will do differently now
- Spend more time looking at the evidence section of the IEM because this gives people a clear idea about how to monitor school activities and the wide evidence base upon which you can draw
- Involve a wider range of stakeholders in setting up the SIP

“Using the IEM really helped the governors to articulate and understand their accountability for the SIP and to understand how CPD activities can help to meet school objectives.”
Katherine Urwin, Headteacher, Linton First School

To find out more about this case study, contact
Katherine Urwin
katherine.urwin@northumberland.gov.uk
01670 860361

For TDA help and support, contact
Kate Hinchliffe
TDA North East
k.hinchliffe@tees.ac.uk
01642 738034
### Input
- Planning meeting for headteacher and small team of governors
- Focus groups – staff, governors, parents, pupils and other stakeholders meet to work on different modules of the TDA’s school improvement planning materials
- Headteacher, governors and staff develop school priorities
- Consultation documentation is produced and distributed in an appropriate format to stakeholders

### Outputs
- Regular consultation sessions will take place in an informal and formal context about the SIP and school priorities
- Stakeholders will feel that they can have input into the school and a wide selection of representative views have been collected
- Staff, pupils, governors and parents actively engaged in developing the SIP and the school improvement materials and have taken part in the consultation

### Intermediate outcomes
- School will have clear goals and mission, understood/agreed by all
- School will know how it is meeting the children’s needs and will understand why it is carrying out activities
- Governors, staff and parents will take an active role in school and there will be powerful interaction between all groups
- All stakeholders will have a positive attitude towards school. They will be interested and involved.
- There will be a culture of achievement

### Final outcomes
- SIP leads to raised standards for all pupils and active achievement of the Every Child Matters agenda

### Evidence sources/change
- Minutes of planning meeting and timetable
- Record of attendance, activity records
- Minutes of focus groups
- Document outlining school priorities
- Completed school improvement planning materials
- Consultation receipt slips from stakeholders
- Headteacher report to governors and minutes
- Percentage of groups represented in consultation process – participation rate analysis
- Feedback from participants on involvement in the SIP process
- Feedback in parental survey
- Attendance at school events and activities
- Participation rates in consultations
- Governor minutes and discussion at parents evenings will show knowledge of and engagement in school activities
- SIP
- School improvement partner meeting reports
- School data: attainment, participation rates
- Local authority school profile
Impact evaluation – a model

Parent support advisers – engaging parents in their children’s learning

Caterham High School, Redbridge, London, 15 per cent of pupils eligible for free school meals

Ensuring a smooth transition from primary to secondary school – July 2009

Aims
What we wanted to do

- Make the transition from primary to secondary school as smooth and enjoyable as possible
- Give children the opportunity to talk through their concerns
- Allay fears and sort out misconceptions
- Gain an accurate understanding of a typical secondary school day
- Enable children to familiarise themselves with their new school
- Improve year 7’s social skills, confidence and self-esteem
- Use the impact evaluation model to determine what we wanted to achieve and what evidence we would need from the outset

Impact evaluation – review
What we learnt

- The impact evaluation model gives you a clear process through which you can plan/evaluate your work and a step-by-step guide to what you want to achieve and how you are going to achieve it
- The model helps you focus on what you need to measure and how you are going to do it
- Using the model helps you focus and think outside the box
- Working through the model enables you to double check that your aims and objectives will achieve your desired outcomes

Impact evaluation – implementation
How we did it

- We broke the project down step by step to determine whether we had the elements we needed to achieve our outcomes
- We built up the evidence base to ensure we could evaluate the project properly and to ensure we could gather the evidence we needed along the way
- Once we developed the impact evaluation model, we then sense checked the processes for the project and made sure all the elements were in place

Next steps
What we will do differently now

- Expand the project and further develop it to support more year 6 pupils through transition
- Produce a DVD of the students’ presentation to be used by all Redbridge schools as part of a transition toolkit
- Continue to develop ways to engage parents and improve transition as their children work their way up the school

“The primary project has grown year on year and now more schools than ever want to be involved. We have seen the real benefits it has for children who might otherwise have struggled and the impact evaluation model helps us to demonstrate this.”

Janice Hindle, Parent Support Adviser, Caterham High School

To find out more about this case study, contact
Janice Hindle
j.hindle@ecaterham.net
020 8551 4321 ext 272

For TDA help and support, contact
Rebecca Nelson
TDA London
r.nelson@ioe.ac.uk
07740 083339
**Impact evaluation – a model**

**Stage**

**Input**
- Identified and met prospective primary school
- Identified students to be targeted – years 6 and 7
- Secondary school students to present at the primary school – five sessions help to prepare presentation

**Outputs**
- Presentation display board produced by secondary students. It includes examples of year 7 work, merits, a timetable, map and aerial view of the school
- Secondary students produced two plays with a narrator on bullying and friendships, acting out expected and actual scenarios
- Secondary students created a talking timetable and acted out the list of clubs available
- Presentations ended with a question-and-answer session
- Year 6 pupils visited secondary school three times – all given information packs used to facilitate group discussions

**Intermediate outcomes**
- Increased confidence, self-esteem and developed social skills of year 7 students
- Increased confidence and allayed fears about transition for year 6 pupils and parents
- A smooth transition from primary to secondary – children arrived at secondary school more ready to learn
- Improved parental engagement throughout transition

**Final outcomes**
- Higher levels of parental engagement sustained for year 6 parents – home, school and students working together to improve results and raise levels of achievement
- Students are underachieving less – academically, socially and emotionally

**Evidence sources/change**
- Primary school children questionnaire – used at the start (pre-contact) and end of the project
- Observational re year 7’s confidence and input
- Year 7 questionnaire on input and expectations

- Quality of presentational materials produced by year 7 and their engagement in the project – observational plus questionnaire
- Year 6 feedback is that “this is the stuff they want to know”
- Year 6 engagement in materials produced – observational
- Increase in confidence levels of year 6 revealed through one before-and-after questionnaire

- How year 6 pupils react when they become year 7 plus continuous monitoring of progress – academic, social and emotional
- Project extended to form first part of the school’s transition programme as so successful
- Percentage of parents who maintain engagement/uptake of new ideas, eg parenting programme

- Key stage results
- Reading and spelling tests
- Improved attendance
- Reduced incidence of inappropriate behaviour
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